OEM BROOMS
Longer Life, Better Value, Superior Sweeping!
All Elgin brooms are engineered to function precisely with the sweeper’s key
systems. Manufactured to strict OEM specifications, these brooms provide superior sweeping and longer life on Elgin sweepers than “will-fit” brooms. Exceptional sweeping
begins with an exceptional broom.

Main Brooms- Made from 100% virgin polypropylene resin filament to resist abrasion, extend broom
life and provide better flick action. Four to five tight end wraps ensures better pickup at the dirt shoe.

Pro-Sweep- With more broom wraps than will-fit
brooms the Pro-Sweep has outstanding surface
coverage and is the perfect choice for all general
sweeping conditions. Maintains PM-10 compliance.

Saver Sweep-

Pro-Strip-

Heavy Duty Sweep- With 50% more filament than

Lighter in weight than the ProSweep, this popular broom offers excellent surface
sweeping at an economical price.

Outstanding sweeping for high volume
materials such as millings and leaves and performs
very well in standard applications. Quick change out
and easy shipping and storage are key features.

Pro-Sweep the Heavy Duty Sweep provides the
best surface coverage and longest useful life of
Elgin’s main brooms.

Combo Sweep (Poly and Wire filaments)- For more
aggressive sweeping, the Combo sweep is the broom
of choice to sweep up affixed and compacted debris.

Section Sweep- With wire and/or poly wafers, this broom
can be made to provide flick and cutting action. Convenient
size boxes are easily stored and economically shipped.

Gutter Brooms- Designed to strict OEM specifications to function precisely with Elgin sweepers,
these high quality brooms will provide many hours of sweeping service when used properly. Elgin
gutter broom wire is superior oil tempered for outstanding flick action and better
recovery than oil coated or oil quenched “will-fit” brooms.

Pro-Sweep- Densely packed with up to 24 wires
per hole, the Pro-Sweep has excellent coverage
and extended sweeping life. Sets the standard for
gutter brooms and maintains PM-10 compliance.

Aluminum Sweep- Identical to the Pro Sweep

Saver Sweep- With 18 wires per hole the Saver
Sweep is very popular, economically priced and
out performs standard will fit brooms. Available in
2, 4 or 5 segments to a set.

but it uses heavy duty aluminum segments that
can be refilled.

Poly Sweep- Filled with heavy poly filaments the
Poly Sweep is typically used for less aggressive,
spark resistant, non-abrasive sweeping.

Aggressor XR- With a combination of wire cable and

Aggressor XT- Made from heavy wire ropes the

wire bristle, the XR cuts through thick mud and compacted debris. Ideal for weed removal, construction sites,
milling applications and removing rubber at airports.

XT is the most abrasive side broom in the Elgin lineup and can handle all types of compacted debris.
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